Entering Group Preferences for the ‘Intern Rotation Schedule’
Through The Virtual Clinical Campus

1. Log into the VVC
2. Click on “Y5 VSIP” and then click on “Group Rotation Preferences”
For the box titled “Preference 1” select your first choice from the drop down menu. For “Preference 2” enter your second choice etc.

For your first preference you must enter a valid reason for selecting that particular group.
Alternatively you can write a note like “please place me in the same group as …”

Once you have entered a preference for each of the 12 boxes and added a reason for your first choice, you must click “ADD” to submit your preferences. Once submitted you can not make any changes. Ensure you enter your preferences correctly.
If you have not entered a preference in all 12 boxes or you have not entered a reason you will receive an error message.

Enter a preference for any box you missed, enter a reason and click "ADD".
Clicking on “View Group Rotation Preferences” will display your submitted preferences.